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Exciton interaction in a double-stranded helical polymer, such as a homogeneous polynucleotide, leads to a splitting of 
each excited electronic energy level of the monomer into two exciton bands of energy levels. Consideration of the selection 
rules derived from zeroth-order functions show that for double-stranded polynucleotides JT -*• «•* transitions are allowed to, 
at most, one exciton level of each band, both polarized perpendicularly to the helix axis: whereas, n -*• TT* transitions are 
allowed only to one level of the upper band, that being polarized parallel to the helix axis. Examination of the spectral 
properties of the four constituents of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) reveals tha t although exciton bands probably exist in 
regions of spectral overlap, there should be isolated energy levels lying below the main exciton bands. These levels may act 
as localized energy traps during excitation propagation through the helix. In order to treat the problem of hypochromism, 
it is necessary to use first-order functions. An equation (similar to one derived by Tinoco) is developed which takes into 
account the effect of exciton interaction and dispersion-force interaction on the oscillator strength of the helix. Application 
of this equation to a helical, double-stranded polyadenylic acid having the configuration of DNA indicates that perturbation 
resulting from dispersion-force interaction among the bases can account for the observed hypochromism. 

Recently there has been considerable interest in 
the spectral properties of biological macromolecules 
such as nucleic acids and. proteins. It has been 
known for some time that the spectral properties 
of these helical polymers differ considerably from 
those of the monomer residues. For example, in 
the transition from a random coil (whose spectral 
properties are similar to those of the monomeric 
chromophore) to a helical form, there are corre
sponding decreases in the oscillator strength (hypo
chromism) of certain electronic transitions and 
changes in the rotatory dispersion properties. 
The recent theoretical work of several investiga
tors2 - 4 has been directed toward explaining these 
spectral changes which occur in the formation of 
an ordered structure, such as a helix. 

The present paper will be concerned with a 
theoretical treatment of the spectral properties of 
deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)1 which is a double-
stranded helical polynucleotide, and of the related 
synthetic helical polynucleotides. 

The spectral differences between the monomer 
residues and the polymer are due to the interaction 
among residues which are related to one another 
by a definite geometrical orientation. The or
dered structure and non-conjugative interaction 
among the bases of helical polynucleotides make a 
description of electronic states amenable to the 
application of exciton theory. Moffitt applied 
exciton theory to the case of a single-stranded 
helix.2 He found that zeroth-order exciton wave 
functions may be used to describe the polarizations 
of electronic transitions within the helix as well as 
the contribution of interaction within the helix to 
rotatory dispersion. On the other hand, zeroth-
order exciton wave functions predict no change in 
the transition probability {i.e., the square of the 
transition moment integral remains unchanged 
upon formation of the helix); yet, for DNA one of 
the most striking spectral properties is the hypo
chromism of the absorption band at 2600 A. 
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More accurate, first-order wave functions for the 
helix may be obtained by further application of 
perturbation theory, which mixes exciton states 
corresponding to various electronic states of the 
residues. In effect, this takes into account the 
perturbation of each residue wave function as a 
result of interaction among the residues. Using 
this approach. Moffitt, et al.,1 derived an equation 
for the first-order transition moment integral, and 
Tinoco,4 using this equation, has derived an ex
pression for the first-order oscillator strength by 
means of which he has calculated the hypochrom
ism of DNA. 

The present paper will be divided into two 
major parts. In the first part we shall discuss 
properties of double-stranded helical polynucleo
tides in terms of simple (zeroth-order) exciton 
wave functions. These include the splitting of 
excited state energy levels into exciton bands, 
polarizations and selection rules for optical transi
tions to energy levels of the exciton bands, and 
the transfer of electronic excitation energy. In 
the second part we shall show that the use of more 
complex (first-order) exciton wave functions can 
lead to a satisfactory explanation of hypochromism. 
Here, our results differ from those of Tinoco in 
that one of the principal terms in Tinoco's equation 
is shown to be cancelled identically by another 
term. 

I. Properties Related to Zeroth-Order Exciton 
States.—Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is a 
double-stranded, helical polynucleotide containing 
four types of nucleotides: adenylic, guanylic, 
cytidylic and thymidylic acids linked together by 
3 ' -5 ' phospho-diester bonds of the deoxyribose 
moieties. We shall limit the description here to 
those structural features that have a bearing on 
spectral properties, referring to a more detailed 
description by Rich.5 

The presently accepted configuration of DNA 
was proposed by Watson and Crick.6 The two 
polynucleotide strands form a double helix in 
which the ribose phosphate chains are on the out
side, and the substituted purine and pyrimidine 
bases are directed inward with the base planes 
perpendicular to the axis of the helix. The bases 

(5) A. Rich, Revs. Modern Phys., Sl , 191 (1959). 
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of one strand are hydrogen-bonded to those of the 
other strand in such a way that adenine is always 
paired with thymine and guanine with cytosine. 
Both strands are right-handed but are opposite 
in sense of direction. Consequently, the base of 
one member of each hydrogen-bonded pair is re
lated to the other member by two operations (see 
Fig. 2): (1) rotation through the angle co about the 
helix axis, and (2) rotation of 180° about an axis 
perpendicular to the helix axis. The angle OJ was 
calculated from the radius of the helix and the dis
tance between the two number one carbon atoms 
of the respective deoxypentoses7 and was found to 
be 104°. There are ten base pairs per complete 
turn, so that the angle of rotation between suc
cessive base pairs is 36°. The distance between 
base pairs is 3.4 A. along the helix axis. 

Optical Properties of the Bases.—The ultraviolet 
absorption spectrum of each of the four bases in 
DNA shows a band having a peak near 2600 A. 
The maximum extinction coefficient of this band 
ranges from 5 X 103 for cytosine to 1.3 X 104 for 
adenine. Spectral studies of various substituted 
purines and pyrimidines indicate that the band is 
complex, containing both n —*• x* and w —*• TT* 
transitions.8'9 

Transitions of the n —»• 71-* type are due to the 
non-bonding electron pairs of the O and N atoms of 
the bases. Since there are several kinds of non-
bonding electron pairs, there is the likelihood of 
more than one type of n —*• w* transition within the 
envelope of the 2600 A. band. Thus far, they 
have been observed only on the long wave length 
tail of the band.9 All n —*• 71-* transitions are 
polarized perpendicularly to the base plane. 

Transitions of the T —*• T* type are polarized in 
plane of the base and make up the largest compo
nent of the 2600 A. band. For the pyrimidine type 
bases there is only one TT —»• 71-* transition in this 
region. However, for the purine type bases, sol
vent effects on the spectra indicate that there are 
two such transitions in this region, polarized 
perpendicularly to one another.10 The weaker 
transition appears as a shoulder in the neighbor
hood of 2400 A. and is apparently about one-half as 
intense as the main component near 2600 A. 

In addition to the 2600 A. band each of the bases 
has a more intense x —*• TT* transition in the neigh
borhood of 2000 A. Because of the difficulties 
encountered in the vacuum ultraviolet region, the 
spectra at shorter wave lengths have not been 
measured. 

The Zeroth-order Exciton Wave Functions and 
First-order Energy Levels.—The method of molecu
lar exciton theory has been used successfully to 
describe many of the optical properties of crystals,11 

polymers2 and dimers.12 This theory is applicable 
to any system composed of an ordered array of 
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identical or nearly identical, molecules having no 
appreciable intermolecular conjugative interaction. 
An essential feature is the banding of excited 
states which results from splitting of the excita
tional degeneracy among the molecules of the 
system. Although DNA contains four kinds of 
bases, the overlap of the absorption bands near 
2600 A. is appreciable. In these regions of com
mon spectral absorption an excitational degeneracy 
exists, and therefore one might expect to find an 
exciton-type interaction. 

In this section we shall consider exciton interac
tion in a double-stranded helical polynucleotide. 
Particular reference is made to the work of Mof-
fitt2 on single-stranded helical polymers. Al
though the details of the present development will 
differ considerably from his, the general features 
will be quite similar. For this reason we shall 
use the same notation wherever feasible. 

In order to avoid complicating factors for the 
time being, let us assume that we are dealing with a 
double-stranded polynucleotide containing a single 
type of base, for example adenine, but having the 
configurational properties of native DNA. Later 
on we shall consider the DNA molecule as a vari
ation of this idealized case. 

In the double-stranded helix the bases of one 
strand are hydrogen-bonded to those of the other 
strand in a unique way to form a set of base pairs. 
Therefore, a double-stranded helix may be con
sidered as a single-stranded helical array of base 
pairs. If the two strands are designated as a and 
b, then the electronic Hamiltonian for a given base 
pair may be written 

Hn = (H, + Hh + Fab)„ (D 

where the index n labels the base pair of the helix, 
H11 and Hh are the electronic Hamiltonians for the 
isolated bases, and Fab represents the potential 
energy of interaction between the bases. The 
ground and /3th excited state electron functions for 
the given base pair have the forms 

4>on = ( ^ o a ^ o b ) n ( - ) 

and 

respectively. The electrons in the ground and 
/3th excited state of base a are represented by the 
functions \//oa. and ^ a , respectively, and similarly 
for base b. Here and throughout the remainder 
of the paper it is assumed that overlap of the 
functions and, consequently, electron exchange be
tween bases are negligible. It will be noticed 
from (3) that account is taken of the degeneracy of 
the excited state /3 represented by l/'ga'/'ob and 
ôaV b̂- The properly symmetrized zeroth-order 

base pair functions are therefore given by the linear 
combinations, where the indexes (± ) on the left 
denote the corresponding phase relationships on the 
right. The energy levels of the ground and ex
cited states of the base pair are then given by the 
stationary state equations 

Hnrf}0a = -Eo.p^on 1 U 

where 
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and 

fln0/Sn± = £,S± (j>0n± (6) 

where 

B/s± = £<s + E0 + f i ̂ . s» i 2 7ah | ^ . , [ M r ± 

y ^ a * lAob * V^a^pflh AT ( 7 ) 

The ground and excited state energies of an iso
lated base are denoted by E0 and Ep respectively 
and the interaction energy of the two bases of the 
pair is given by the integrals in (5) and (7). In
tegration is to be taken over position and spin co
ordinates of all electrons of the base pair. 

An important consequence of intra-base pair 
interaction is the splitting of the excited state 
degenerate level, which, as indicated by the second 
integral in (7), results from excitation resonance 
within the base pair. Hereafter, in order to dis
tinguish from what is to follow, we shall refer to 
this splitting as the base-pair splitting and the re
sulting energy levels as the plus and minus 
branches. 

We are now in a position to consider exciton 
interaction within the helix. Let us assume tha t 
the helix contains N base pairs, M complete turns 
and P base pairs per turn. The Hamiltonian of 
the helix in terms of the base-pair Hamiltonians is 

H «= E Hn + V (8) 
n 

where 

F = 1 A E E *Cm. O) 
m n 7^ m 

is the total potential energy of interaction of all 
the base pairs. The zeroth-order ground state 
function for the helix is a product of the N base 
pair functions, namely 

N *»(o) = n ̂  (io) 
% = i 

where the superscript refers to the order of ap
proximation. Using the Born-von Karman bound
ary conditions,13 '14 we can write the zeroth-order 
excited state function of the helix as the linear 
combination 

te±'« = -v-v. E cxp i^~) *e*± (H) 

where 

*/3u± = <1>„™ (Cp1111) '<M,± (12) 

is tha t excited state of the helix in which the 
excitation is localized on the « t h base pair. The 
energy levels represented by (12) are iV-fold de
generate. Interaction among the base pairs splits 
this degeneracy into a band of energy levels, each 
of which corresponds to a particular value of K in 
(11). The indexes ± refer, as before, to the two 

(13) M. Born, Proc. Phys. Soc. {London), 54, 362 (1942). 
(14) As was pointed out in detail by Moffitt, et al.,z the use of Born-

von Karman cyclic boundary conditions is not rigorously correct for 
polymers of finite length. Although their use introduces an ap
preciable error into the rotational strength of the helix, the error in the 
transition moment integral is relatively small, being of order A7-1 2. 
Since we are interested here only in absorption properties, it is as
sumed that cyclic boundary conditions gives results that are at least 
qualitatively correct for helices having large Ar. 

branches of the base pair splitting. Thus, as a 
result of exciton interaction in the helix, the plus 
and minus branches are each split into a band, the 
levels of which, correct to first order, have the 
values 

£/5,K± = 1 / * / 3 , K ± ( 0 ) * i7*,S,K±<0) AT 

= Ep* + (N - l).Eo.p + Dp + & ,K± (13) 

where Dp is one of the first-order energy terms, 
namely 

Df) = Y, f*^* Vm *3n± AT + 

1A E f tyn** Vnfyn^dT (14) 
ij 

and J1S1K* denotes the first-order excitation 
resonance (exciton interaction) term, more speci
fically 

, 1 r i v~> [i2TK(m — n)\ 
^ = ^ E E exP ^ — i 

f$8n±* Vmn $<!„,* AT (15) 

The term Dp, together with the first integral in 
(7), represents the van der Waals interaction energy 
of the excited state of the helix and results in a 
shift relative to the zeroth-order energy. The 
banding of the energy is due to the N values of 
S/S.K* for each branch of the base-pair splitting. 
Most of these energy levels are doubly degenerate, 
since I ^ . K * = £s, N - K * . Because of the fact tha t 
helical interaction terms depend on the sign rela
tion of base pair functions, the banding pat tern of 
the plus branch is not necessarily identical with tha t 
of the minus branch, i.e., £,S,K+ T6- I/3,K~. Conse
quently, the two bands do not necessarily have 
the same width, depending on the geometry of the 
helix and the polarizations of the transition in 
each base. 

In summary, exciton interaction in a double-
stranded helical polynucleotide results in a double 
band of energy levels corresponding to each excited 
state of an isolated base. The fact tha t two bands 
occur is a reflection of intra-base-pair exciton inter
action, whereas the bands themselves are produced 
by helical exciton interaction among all the base 
pairs. Most of the energy levels of each band are 
doubly degenerate. Although reference is made 
specifically to polynucleotides, the results are 
quite general and may be applied to any system 
containing two sets of molecules in which the mole
cules of each set are related to one another by a 
simple symmetry operation such as a translation 
or a screw axis. 

Selection Rules and Polarizations of Optical 
Transitions.—In this section we shall develop the 
selection rules, polarizations and intensities of 
radiationally induced transitions as predicted by 
zeroth-order exciton functions. These properties 
will then be considered for the ir —*• T* and n —*• T* 
transitions in helical polynucleotides. 

The matrix elements specifying transition proba
bilities may be expressed in terms of either momen
tum or position coordinates of the electrons. For 
simplicity only the position coordinate representa
tion will be used here. The vector quant i ty repre-
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senting the total electric-dipole operator of all the 
optical electrons in the helix is 

M =» e 23 <li (16) 
i 

where e is the charge of the electron and qf is the 
position coordinate of the ith. electron. We wish 
to evaluate the matrix elements for transitions to 
the various exciton levels of the electronic state /3, 
namely 

M0,K=fc«» = / * » ( » ) * /i #,9,K±<°' d r 

= iV-V.|exp(^)W,n± (17) 

The latter term is a vector summation over the 
transition moment dipoles of the individual base 
pairs in which each is modulated by an exciton 
coefficent. Because of the dependence of ^ ^ 
on n, the value of the summation for any particular 
K depends on the geometry of the helix. 

Let us choose a Cartesian coordinate system such 
that the s axis coincides with the axis of the helix. 
The x and y axes then lie in a plane perpendicular 
to the axis of the helix, but their directions in this 
plane are arbitrary to the extent that we may ex
press the components of ^ , n * as 

(M(Jn=Hx = Iw=1= I sin $± cos ijn± 
(M3»=Hy - IMP=H sin §± sin >;,,=<= (18) 

= IJU(S=H sin $± cos (vjn=1= — TT/2) 
(ll0n±). = IM/!=1= I COS § ± 

The angle between ^g.n* and the z axis is desig
nated as $=•= and is independent of n. The angle 
between the perpendicular component of juys.n* 
and the x axis is ria

± and is a function of n. More 
specifically 

»!„=>= = 2m/P + f± 
= 2*nM/N + f± (19) 

where the angle ^ reflects the arbitrariness in 
our choice of the direction of the x axis and P is 
the number of base pairs per turn. 

By using the Euler formulas to express cos 
fa* in complex form and by substituting (18) into 
(17), we get 

M/S.K-fcW = JV-V.|M / j±| ^ j s S i n I* X 

(exp * [*-•**-£ _ f ±J + exp . [2MK_±M) + 

exp » Î  ^ •' + f±JJ j + 

cos l± exp » [ ^ ] k (20) 

It can be seen readily that this summation is 
identically zero unless K has one of the values M, 
N — M or N. These selection rules for K give us 
the following allowed components of the exciton 
bands 

MfJ.M=fe(0) = I iW*|M/3=H sin ^±e-if± (i •+• *j) 

Mff,N-M±<°> = \ J V 1 A I ^ * I sin ^ ± «if±(i - tj) (21) 

M3.N<0) = //Vi !/t5±) c o s ^ ± k 

Transitions to energy levels of the exciton band 
corresponding to K = M and N-M are polarized 
perpendicularly to the helix axis. These levels 
are degenerate, since .E/S.M* = £g,M - NT±. On 
the other hand, transitions to the non-degenerate 
level corresponding to K = N are polarized parallel 
to the helix axis. 

Since the selection rules hold for both branches 
of the base-pair splitting, there will be at most, 
for any double-stranded helix, two sets of doubly 
degenerate perpendicular transitions and two non-
degenerate parallel transitions. These transitions 
determine the total intensity in zeroth-order of a 
given electronic band of the helix. This can be 
seen from the fact that 

|M/J,±(0)|'H.lix = E |M/J,K±f°>|! = //|M/J=H! (22) 
K 

which means that the transition probability for 
the helix is just N times that of an isolated base 
pair. In a similar manner it can be shown easily 
from the relation 

M0± = 2-'/ .(„. ± , t b ) (23) 

that the transition probability of an isolated base 
pair is twice that for a single base. Therefore, use 
of zeroth-order functions predicts no change in 
transition probability upon formation of a helix, 
which is not in accord with observation. This 
problem will be taken up in Part II. 

It should be pointed out that the selection rules 
for K as derived above are not rigorously correct, 
because of the fact that we have neglected the 
phase of the light wave in evaluating the transition 
moment integral. For small molecules, it is a 
valid approximation to assume that the vector 
potential of the light wave is constant over the 
length of the molecule. However, for molecules 
such as DNA, where the length is of the same order 
of magnitude as the wave length of the light, this 
approximation is no longer suitable. Since the z 
axis of the helix is the only direction for which this 
variation in phase is important, the appropriate 
phase factor is exp(i2irs/X). Here z is direction 
of propagation of the light wave and can be taken 
to be a discontinuous function; namely, z = nL/N 
where L is the length of the helix, N is the total 
number of base pairs and n labels the base pair. 
Since the vector potential of the light wave is per
pendicular to the direction of propagation, the 
phase factor will contribute to only the perpendic
ular components of the band, i.e., to the first two 
components of (20). Thus, we get the more exact 
selection rules: K = M - (LA), N-M- (L/X), 
and N. Due to the fact that L /X is small compared 
to M, the effect of such correction on the selection 
rules and, consequently, on the optical properties 
of the helix are negligible. However, to give 
integral values of K, L/\ must also be an integer. 
This raises a question concerning the proper 
boundary conditions to be used in the exciton 
method of treating crystals as well as macromole-
cules. 

Whether or not transitions to both branches of 
the base-pair splitting are optically allowed as 
electric-dipole transitions depends on the geometry 
of the base pair and polarizations of the electronic 
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^X ^cX 
Fig. 1.—A schematic representation of exciton bands in 

a double-stranded, helical polynucleotide. The magnitudes 
of the splittings are exaggerated, and in reality the bands of 
the upper and lower branches overlap. The energies of the 
indicated transitions in the monomer are represented by 
€0; D0 and Dp represent van der Waals interaction in the 
ground and excited states, respectively; and A and F 
indicate, respectively, optically allowed and forbidden 
components. 

transition in each base. We shall now consider 
some of the properties of ir —»• IT* and n -+• ir* 
transitions in helical polynucleotides. A sche
matic energy level diagram showing some of the 
features of these transitions in such a DNA-like 
molecule is given in Fig. 1. 

7r —* 7T* Bands.—Since all TT —> T* transitions are 
polarized in plane, the transition moment dipoles 
of each base pair are perpendicular to the helix 
axis. Thus, the parallel components of the exciton 
band are zero [note that the angles §* in (20) have 
the value ir/2], and all of the intensity of the band 
lies in the perpendicular components. 

The apportionment of intensity to the branches 
of the base-pair splitting depends on the polariza
tion direction in each base. The latter is not 
known explicitly but can be described in terms of 
the angle 8 between the transition moment dipole 
and the radial vector, as shown in Fig. 2. The 
relative intensities of the two branches is a function 
of the angle between the transition moment dipoles 
of the base pair, which has the value (w — 8) 
-B= 104° -28. As can be seen from (23), if 
the transition moment dipoles are aligned parallel, 
transitions are allowed only to one branch. This 
is the case if 8 = 52° + kir/2, where k is zero or an 
integer. On the other hand, if the transitions are 
aligned perpendicularly (i.e., if 8 = 7° + kw/2), 
transitions to the two branches will be equally 
allowed. 

The work of Mason10 suggests that the main 
component of the 2600 A. band is long-axis polar
ized in base. If this is the case, 8 for this transition 
should have a value between the aforementioned 
extremes; and, as depicted in Fig. 1, the intensity 
should be divided (somewhat unequally) between 
the two branches. 

n —* ir* Bands.—For transitions of the n —> x* 
type the transition moment dipoles of each base 
pair are parallel to the helix axis. Hence ^* in 
(20) is zero, meaning that only the parallel corn-

Fig. 2.—A hypothetical adenine-adenine base pair having 
the geometrical arrangement of the base pairs in DNA. 
In the real case of DNA one of the bases is replaced by 
thymine and stabilization by hydrogen bonding exists. 

ponent of the transition moment corresponding to 
K = N is electric-dipole allowed. 

With respect to base-pair splitting, on the other 
hand, transitions to one of the branches are opti
cally forbidden. This corresponds to the one for 
which the transition moment dipoles in (23) are 
out of phase, and in the dipole-dipole approxima
tion is the lower-energy branch. Thus the only 
allowed n -»> T* component is a parallel polarized 
transition to the upper-branch level for which K 
= N. Evaluation of (15) in the dipole-dipole 
approximation shows this level to be on the lower 
boundary of the upper-branch band, as depicted 
in Fig. 1. 

The fact that the lower branch is optically for
bidden may have an effect on the excited state 
properties of the helix, since the exciton band cor
responding thereto represents a potentially meta-
stable state. For example, radiationless transitions 
from the allowed level to these forbidden levels 
could enhance photochemical reactivity or inter-
system crossing to lower-lying triplet levels with 
subsequent phosphorescence. Unfortunately, 
lack of experimental results limits discussion of 
this point to mere speculation. Suffice it to men
tion that the enhanced phosphorescence of some 
dye molecules upon polymerization is a well es
tablished phenomenon.16 

Recently, Rich and Kasha16 measured the polari
zations of the transitions in oriented films of poly
nucleotides. Their results, consistent with the 
conclusions drawn here,o show that the T —*• x* 
component of the 2600 A. band is perpendicularly 
polarized, whereas the region of the band contain
ing n —»• T* transitions is polarized parallel to the 
helix axis. 

As far as DNA is concerned, exciton interaction 
should be similar to, but not exactly the same as, 
that in a synthetic, homogeneous polynucleotide. 
The base pairs, adenine-thymine and guanine-
cytosine, are distributed along the helix in a pres
ently indeterminate manner. For our purposes 
we might consider the sequence to be random. 
The absorption spectra of the four kinds of bases 
vary significantly in the neighborhood of the com
mon, main absorption band of 2600 A. Near 2600 
A., where there is large spectral overlap of all four 
bases, interaction leads to the formation of exciton 
states extending over the entire helix. However, 
the spectra of both guanine and cytosine extend 
farther to the red than do those of adenine and 

(15) E. G. McRae and M. Kasha, J. Chem. Phys., SS, 721 (1958). 
(16) A. Rich and M. Kasha, J. Am. Chcm. Soc, 82, 6197 (1960). 
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thymine, that of guanine extending the farthest. 
Thus on the extreme long wave length side of the 
spectrum, corresponding to absorption by guanine 
alone, the only exciton interaction possible is 
between guanine residues. This will be significant 
only in those regions of the helix where guanine-
cytosine pairs are in proximity. Consequently, 
the lowest excited levels of DNA are isolated from 
the main exciton band and correspond, at most, to 
localized exciton states of the helix. 

The problem of energy transfer in DNA is an 
important one in the study of radiation genetic 
damage. In an exciton state, the excitation 
migrates over the helix with a velocity dependent 
on the exciton interaction energy, Zp,^- Energy 
transfer in DNA has not been observed spectro-
scopically, but studies on radiation genetic dam
age17 show that certain genetic sites are much 
more susceptible to damage than others. This 
suggests that the excitation may be transferred 
over the helix until it becomes trapped at a local
ized site where "photochemical change" occurs 
with concomitant genetic damage expected. The 
fact that guanine has localized states below the 
main exciton band denotes the possibility of its 
functioning in this capacity. 

II. First-order Excition States, Hypochromism.— 
One of the most pronounced spectral changes ac
companying the transition from random coil to 
helix is the marked decrease in absorption inten
sity of the 2600 A. band. Such hypochromism, 
which may be as large as 40%, is a generally 
occurring phenomenon among both nucleic acids 
and synthetic polynucleotides. In ^addition to 
the large hypochromism of the 2600 A. band as a 
whole, however, there is a small, but significant, 
hyperchromic shift on the long wave length side in 
the region of n —*• T* transitions.16 

As indicated by (22), zeroth-order exciton func
tions imply a conservation of transition probability 
upon helix formation. However, the intensity 
is governed by the oscillator strength, which may 
be expressed in terms of the transition probability 
as 

= f ^ r i W.K± ( M 12 («/» + A-°0 + &>,*=•=) (24) 

where t/j.K* is the transition energy of the helix, 
«/3 is the transition energy of an isolated base and 
ADp is the change in non-resonance interaction 
energy upon excitation. The intensity of the 
band, therefore, is changed in zeroth-order by an 
amount which is proportioned to the change in 
excitation energy, a quantity which is much too 
small to account for the observed hypochromism. 
Thus, we shall proceed to first-order exciton states 
and determine the resulting effect on the oscillator 
strength. 

The First-order Oscillator Strength.—Further 
application of perturbation theory in a straight
forward manner takes into account the effect of 
base-base interaction on the electron distribution 
in each base. Since the interaction potential has 

(17) L. S. Lermao and L. J. Tolmach, Biochim. et Biophys. Acta, SS, 
<J71 (1959). 

the symmetry of the helix, it is convenient to 
express its effect in terms of the helix functions. 
The perturbed functions of the helix, correct to 
first order, then have the general form 

*/5,K±(I) = £ C0,K±«.L±(1> * a ,L± ( 0 ) (25) 
a,L,± 

The problem at hand is to establish the nature of 
the C's and to determine which of the electronic 
states, a, contribute to the transition moment 
integral. 

In view of the general form of the functions in 
(25), the complexity of notation to be encountered 
in its expansion can be anticipated. Thus, in order 
to facilitate the handling of the resulting equations, 
we shall make the following simplifications: (1) 
The equations will be derived for a molecular aggre
gate in which all molecules are related by one type 
of symmetry operation. In our case this is a single-
stranded helix, in which the bases are related by 
simple screw operations. Thus the requirement 
of a double set of indexes is avoided. Since the 
base-pair coefficients have the same orthonormality 
properties as the hehx exciton coefficients, it can 
be shown easily that the results obtained are 
qualitatively the same as for a double-stranded 
helix. In order to evaluate the final equation, 
the double indexes will be inserted. (2) The di-
pole-dipole approximation will be used to put the 
perturbation coefficients in (25) into a usable form. 
Hereby, interaction terms of the types dipole-in-
duced dipole and induced dipole-induced dipole 
are obtained. Since the dipole moments of the 
bases are not known, all terms involving these 
will be omitted. This amounts to considering the 
effect only of London dispersion forces. 

We shall proceed to develop (25) more explicitly, 
in a manner similar to that of Moffitt, et at.3 

In view of the second simplification given above, 
the only perturbation terms in the ground state of 
the helix which contribute to transition moments 
are those in which two bases are simultaneously 
excited. Likewise, the only perturbation terms of 
importance in the excited electronic state, /3, are 
those in which a single base is excited to the state 
a. Therefore, the first-order states of the helix 
may be written 

a, a L 
(26) 

and 
*/3,K(U = *,3,K(0> -

i ^ t "̂-̂  ~ ' 
The first-order transition moment integral 

may be expanded by substitution of (26). By 
making use of the orthonormality of the exciton 
coefficients and by neglecting all terms in second 
order, we get 

N f .V y 

W5,K(1) = E A"K ] ^ " - YJ "^tf 2 ^Pm ~ 

2 E rr^TTi E V^aatlaJ> (27) 
a(^,l) " ff m(^«) j 
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where we have used the notation 
Vf)n.am = /* |8i i ,on. c o )* W > d r . e t c . 

Here the ^4nE represent the normalized exciton 
coefficients. The last two terms on the right are the 
first-order components. 

The transition probability, correct to first order, 
for the exciton level K is readily found to be 

iMfl.K1' = £ , An'K*AaK JM/3n'7*0n 
no ' ( 

V"> T^n,/Sm 
2-, 7Z~ Mflm'M/Sn' e/s 

o(^/9) 
tc? - f/3! E ^ (28) 

To determine the first-order oscillator strength, 
for the entire exciton band of the state /8, we sub
stitute (28) into (24) and sum over all exciton 
levels, K. Thus, to first-order 

*/S,H(1) = £ / / 5 . K ( : 

K 
Nf? + 

8 2 N i N 

'SJji^i S S 5 3 2 3 An'K* ^ n K l/S.K /»?n'-/*/9n 

^ 23 

/3m /*/3m*/*/Sn 

W J ( ^ B ) 

2V 

/ , Ffln.am /torn'M/Sn J" ( 2 9 ) 
«a«/3 

e„2 £«2 

where /# is the oscillator strength of an isolated 
base. It should be noted that the permanent di-
pole term, ADp in (24), has been omitted and that 
the orthonormality of the exciton coefficients 

E AnK* AnK = «a 'n 
K 

requires that n' = « in all but the second term. 
The second term in (29) was not included in 

Tinoco's expression,4 and it is in this respect that 
the derivation here differs from his. This term 
may be simplified by substituting the value of 
S/S.K, which in accordance with (15) is 

N N 

&S.K = E E AK* Aj'K 7/5i'./Si (30) 

Summation over K gives the selection rules: j = 
n and j ' = »' . Therefore, the second term reduces 
to 

0 2 N N 

Z-I Z-I '(Sn ,|J« Wn W u 3hV 

which is equal in absolute value, but opposite in 
sign, to the third term. Thus, the two terms can
cel18 identically, which means that there is no con
tribution to the oscillator strength from the exciton 
band of the state /3. The oscillator strength of the 
helix now takes on a more simplified form, namely 

/ / 3 , H a> = Nfli _ 32r««. 
ZhV X 

N N 

Z-I ZJ Vfa.am ManT/K/Sn ( 3 1 ) 

(18) Since the acceptance of this manuscript for publication Tinoco 
has pointed out the cancellation of these terms (cf. I. Tinoco, / . Cksni. 
Pkys., 31, 1067 (1961)). 

The problem remains to express (31) in a form 
which can be evaluated. In the point-dipole 
approximation the perturbation matrix elements 
become 

Vp0. M l , — g 

(32) = l/*/5| 

where e^n and eam are unit vectors having the 
directions of the indicated transition moment di-
poles, and Rmn is the vector between the optical 
centers of the bases. Furthermore, if we neglect 
end effects (i.e., assume that every base has an 
identical environment), the summation over n in 
(31) may be replaced by the factor TV. We may 
then write (31) in the form 

//S.B 
NfS 

= 1 - 4 E 
eg2 

j JUa I 2 Z-/ £/3n.am6am -e/3n 
m ( ^ n ) 

(33) 

In order to evaluate the right side of (33), however, 
it is convenient to express \na\

2 in terms of the 
experimentally measurable oscillator strength, /„, 
and the transition energies in terms of wave num
bers, v. Thus, the ratio of the helix absorption to 
base absorption becomes 

//3.! 

NfP 
= 1 4K E 

" ( ^ / 3 ) 

U 
v p' 

E G, 
m(j*n) 

(34) 

where 

K = 
3e2 

87T2C2JMe 
1.07 X 1010 A.3 c m . " 2 

The term involving summation over m is purely 
geometrical in nature, since it depends only on the 
orientation of bases in the helix and the directions 
of the transition moment dipoles in each base. 
The first-order contribution to the absorption in
tensity of the helix depends, therefore, on the prod
uct of geometry-dependent and polarizability 
terms. The dependence of a change in oscillator 
strength on the ordering of the structure of the 
polymer becomes apparent, since for a random 
orientation, such as the random-coil form of DNA, 
the geometry-dependent term averages to zero. 

One physical interpretation of the first-order 
effect is rather straightforward. Electromagnetic 
radiation of frequency vp, in addition to being 
absorbed by the bases, induces a polarization of 
the electrons in each base. The contribution of 
each electronic transition, the a •<— 0 state transi
tion, represents a polarization dipole which is pro
portional to jjvc? — vp2 and has the directional 
property of na. The polarization dipoles oscillate 
with the frequency Pp and are either in phase or 
180° out of phase with up, depending on the rela
tive magnitudes of va and Pp. There is an inter
action between the transition moment dipole of 
one base [for example base n in (34)] and the 
polarization dipoles of all other bases of the helix. 
Whether this interaction effects an increase or a 
decrease in fp depends on the relative orientations 
of the bases (i.e., on the geometry term) and the 
above-mentioned phase relation. 

Interaction of the transition dipoles associated 
with electronic bands is reciprocal. That is, if 
the state transition a •*- 0 causes a decrease in 
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/3 , the transition /3 +- 0, in turn, causes a corre
sponding increase in fa. This can be seen from the 
fact that the perturbation term in (34) is anti
symmetric to permutation of a and /3. Therefore, 
one band steals intensity from the other; conse
quently, in this approximation the total intensity of 
all electronic transitions should be unaffected by 
he Hx format ion. 

Calculation of Magnitude of Hypochromism.— 
In this section we shall show that polarizability 
effects alone, as described by (34), can account for 
the observed hypochromism of the 2600 A. band. 
The double-stranded polyadenylic acid model 
mentioned earlier will be used, since inclusion of 
more than one type of base would make the calcu
lations extremely complex. Neverthless, in view of 
the large hypochromism observed in synthetic 
polynucleotides containing homogeneous strands, 
the calculations should have significance. 

Since we are dealing with a double-stranded 
helix, it is necessary to use two indexes to locate 
each base in the helix. To denote the bases in the 
geometry terms of (34), we shall let r and s label 
the strand and m and n label the base pairs. Fur
thermore, it will be helpful to let the symbol Ta0 
designate the geometry-dependent term; thus 

2 N 

IaB = 2-1 2-1 ea,rm-e0,.n < — ^- . - — 

(rra 7* sn) 

3 / 
B "5 (ea, rm-Rrm,.n)(e^,.n-Rrm,Bn)f (35) 
Arm. sn ) 

where summation is taken over bases rm with re
spect to a fixed base sn in the helix. Let us choose 
a coordinate system with reference to base sn, 
which in Fig. 2 will be taken to be the one on the 
left. The unit vectors i and j are parallel and per
pendicular, respectively, to the radial vector of 
base sn. With the unit vector k directed upward 
from the plane of the paper and parallel to the 
helix axis, the unit vectors form a right-handed set. 
The vector joining base centers then becomes 
Rrm.B= = P|COS[2TT(OT - n)/P + (r - s)u] - 1) i + 

pjsin [2r(m - n)/P + (r - s)u]}j + 

3.4 O - »)k (36) 

where p is the distance from the helix axis to the 
base center. From bond lengths and the known 
radius of the helix, p was calculated to be ap
proximately 4 A. 

Because of the existence of numerous electronic 
transitions, there are several types of geometry-
dependent terms to consider. One simplification, 
however, results from the fact that transitions 
which are perpendicularly polarized within the 
helix do not interact to change oscillator strengths. 
Hence T —»- 7r* and n -*• T* transitions do not inter
act in this sense and may be treated separately. 

The following types of geometry terms appear. 
I. n,7r* Terms.—Since the transition moment 

dipoles of all the bases are directed parallel to the 
helix axis, we have e,s,sn = ea,rm = k. Substitu
tion into (35) gives 

Tu.r* 2.0 X 10-» (37) 
Here, we have included only nearest neighbor inter
actions; i.e., summation is taken over bases 

(r - s, m - n) = (0, 1); (0, - 1 ) ; (1, 0); (1, 1); 
and (1, - 1 ) . 

II. 7r,7r* Terms.—Evidence indicates that these 
in-plane electronic transitions are polarized along 
the long and short axes of the base.10 Since the 
directions are not known explicitly, we shall 
describe the unit vectors in terms of 6, as defined 
in Fig. 2; thus 

ê .so = cos 8 i + sin 0 j (38) 

If we assume that all ir -*• T* transition moment 
dipoles of an individual base either are parallel or 
are perpendicular to one another, only two kinds 
of it, TT* terms occur: (a) In those cases where the 
state transition a •*- 0 is polarized parallel to the 
state transition /3 •*- 0, we have 

ec(,rm = cos [2ir(m - n)/P + (r - s)a + (-l)r-'0]i + 
sin [2jr(m - n)/P + (r - s)u + (— 1 )r~'0]j (39) 

where the factor (— l)r ~ s6 takes into account the 
fact that bases on opposite strands are related 
by a 180° rotation about the radial vector. Sub
stitution of (36), (38) and (39) into (35) and sum
mation over nearest neighbors gives 

7 1 (0) = ( - 2 . 8 3 + 14.88 cos»0 + 5.92 cos49 + 

20.32 cos 9 sin 0 + 5.70 cos3 8 sin 0) X 10~3 (40) 

(b) If the state transitions a •*- 0 and (3 •*- 0 are 
perpendicularly polarized, ea,rm has the same form 
as (39) except that d is replaced by (6 + TT/2). 
Thus we get 
T 1 (8) = (2.52 + 5.71 cos2 B - 5.71 cos4 8 + 

2.80 cos 8 sin 8 - 5.60 cos3 B sin S)IO -3 (41) 

We are now in a position to evaluate the oscil
lator strength ratio (34) for the 2600 A. band. 
The oscillator strength of the n -» w* transition 
on the long wave length side of the 2600 A. band is 
perturbed only by other n —* ir* transitions. The 
negative value of Tn^* indicates that the intensity 
of this transition should be increased by interac
tion with higher-lying n -»• ir* bands. This may 
account for the slight hyperchromism in the long 
wave length region reported by Rich and Kasha.16 

However, since neither the oscillator strengths 
nor the frequencies of these transitions are known, 
it is not possible to make numerical calculations. 
Nevertheless, in view of the small oscillator 
strengths of n -*- ir* transitions, one would not 
expect to find a significant effect by tar-removed 
transitions; consequently, the over-all intensity of 
the 2600 A. band should be changed but slightly by 
such interactions. 

The intensities of both T -*• T* components of 
the 2600 A. band are perturbed by the higher-
energy 7T —*• T* bands. However, due to restric
tions in spectral measurements below 2000 A., we 
are limited to the inclusion of only the 2000 A. 
transition in (34). In conformity with (34) we 
shall let a designate the upper state for the 2000 A. 
band, /31 designate the upper state for the larger 
band component near 2600 A., and /32 designate the 
upper state for the weaker component near 2400 A. 
The oscillator strengths of the bands in adenine 
were calculated from the relation / = 4.32 X 
10"9 S i di> and found to be fa + fa = 0.31 and 
fa ~ 0.G1. Resolution of /31 and /32 is not possible 
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for adenine; but the approximate values 0.21 and 
0.10, respectively, were estimated from the absorp
tion curve determined for purine in hydrocarbon 
solvent. 

By using (34) to calculate /^ ,H/2A 7 /^ = /pi,H 
+//92,H/2iV(f,}2 +//32), we obtain the effect of helix 
formation on the over-all intensity ot the 2600 A. 
band. The results are shown in Fig. 3 as a function 
of 9, which in this case specifies the angle of polari
zation of the transition to state #1. The polariza
tions of transitions to states /31 and /32 are mutually 
perpendicular. However, the polarization of the 
transition to state a, relative to these, is unknown. 
Therefore, we have made calculations using both 
possible polarizations of transitions to state a. 
The first case (I) assumes that transitions to states 
a and /31 have parallel polarizations, whereas the 
second case (II) assumes that the polarizations are 
mutually perpendicular. As can be seen in Fig. 3, 
the curves for the two sets of polarizations are 
very similar, the one for parallel polarizations show
ing greater effects for most values of 9. 

For values of 9 in the range 0 to 45° both cases 
give results in good agreement with experiments as 
far as the hypochromism of the entire 2600 A. 
band is concerned. However, it should be pointed 
out that the data in Fig. 3 show nothing about the 
relative effects on bands corresponding to upper 
states /31 and /32 for the two cases. Case II pre
dicts most of the hypochromism to be in the band 
for /32 excitation, with very little effect on the band 
for /31 excitation. Contrary to observation,16 one 
would expect, therefore, a pronounced change in 
band shape and small decrease in the extinction 
coefficient at 2600 A. upon helix formation. Case 
I, on the other hand, attributes most of the effect to 
the band for /31 excitation. Thus for parallel 
polarizations of transitions to states a and /31, the 
theory is in better agreement with observation. 

The over-all intensity of the 2600 A. band is not 
affected, of course, by internal interaction of transi
tions within the band. Nevertheless, one of the 
two T —»• T* transitions can steal intensity from 
the other. This results in a change of band shape, 
the degree of which depends on 6. Calculations 
show that at most these internal effects are rather 
small. 

One interesting point which arises is the fact that 
the values of 9 which predict maximum hypo-
chromicity do not correspond to the polarizations 
suggested by substitution effects,10 namely, that 
the polarization of the transition to state /31 is 
along the long axis. On the contrary, as may be 
seen in Fig. 2, the results obtained here would 
indicate that this transition is short-axis polarized. 
However, because of the approximations introduced 
into our calculations, no unqualified conclusions 
may be made concerning the polarizations of the 
electronic transitions. 

It should be emphasized that the basis of the 
theory developed here is the same as that of the 
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Fig. 3.—Calculated hypochromism of a double-stranded, 
helical polyadenylic acid having the configuration of DNA. 
The angle B denotes the polarization of the transition to 
the state /31. 

theory presented earlier by Tinoco.4 The essential 
difference is that it has been shown here that 
exciton interaction does not contribute to hypo
chromism. Nevertheless, the results of the present 
calculations for a double-stranded helix are quali
tatively very similar to those obtained by Tinoco, 
the difference being that the changes in oscillator 
strength calculated here are more pronounced for 
most values of 9. In both treatments hypo
chromism is attributed mainly to dispersion force 
interaction among the bases, and in this regard 
calculations have been limited to the inclusion 
only of the effects of the transition near 2000 A. 
Undoubtedly, higher-energy electric-dipole transi
tions have a significant effect. Thus the results 
are by no means a complete assay of the hypo-
chromicity but can serve only as an indication that 
dispersion force interaction can account for the 
phenomenon. 

Although we have applied (34) specifically to 
polynucleotides, the equation is applicable to any 
system containing an ordered array of molecules. 
For example, one might expect to find changes in 
the oscillator strength of proteins upon denatura-
tion. In this regard, Imahori and Tanaka19 re
cently have observed hypochromism in the 1900 
A. transition of poly-L-glutamic acid concomitant 
with the random coil-to-helix transformation. It 
is not yet possible to make calculations for this 
case, however, since very little is known about the 
higher-lying electric-dipole transitions. 
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